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COVID-19 COMMODITIES
Introduction

Demand

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, asset prices
have been subject to immense volatility.
Commodities have been no exception owing
largely to global supply and demand shocks, and
low investor confidence leading to increased
investment in ‘safe-haven’ assets. As a result of
these factors, iron ore, gold and crude oil have been
particularly impacted and will be explored further
in this Month's Insights.

In order to combat weakened economic growth
many governments have announced fiscal stimulus
plans as a means to support their economies. China
in particular, with the easing of lockdown
restrictions has announced an infrastructure
stimulus package of 3.5 Trillion RMB (c500
Billion USD) which has seen the demand for iron
ore and other industrial metals grow sharply.
Moreover, similar to China, Australia and several
other countries have also announced infrastructure
spending further adding to the growing demand for
iron ore. Recently in June, the federal, national and
state governments have pledged to invest $1 billion
dollars in infrastructure projects in NSW.

Iron Ore
On the back of global supply and demand shocks
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, iron ore and
other industrial metals have seen a strong rally.
Industrial metals are metals typically used in the
construction and manufacturing sectors such as
iron, aluminium and zinc.

Supply
In addition to this increased demand, there have
also been global supply shocks to iron ore and other
industrial metals. Globally, Australia and Brazil are
the largest exporters of iron ore making up 77% of
total exports. Both countries have taken different
approaches to lockdown laws and mining
restrictions impacting their capacity to export. In
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Australia, Western Australia (WA) is host to the
majority of Australia’s iron ore miners. During the
lockdown, the WA state government deemed
mining to be an “essential service” and thus iron
ore mining operations were not heavily impacted
by lockdown and social distancing measures.
Brazil on the other hand, did not take such a stance
and in fact closed several mines belonging to Vale,
the largest mine operator in Brazil, due to COVID19 outbreaks within mines. This reduced supply
from Brazil caused massive supply shocks to iron
ore.

South Australia’s Whyalla Steelworks. Thus,
Australia’s mining industry has benefited from
shocks to iron ore demand and supply.
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Since the beginning of the pandemic, the top
performing commodity has been gold. Gold prices
have rallied from A$2162 per Ounce (“Oz”) at the
beginning of 2020 to A$2580 per Oz at the end of
June; an increase of 19%.

Source: World’s Top Exports- Global Iron Ore Exports (USD)

Impact
This increased demand and decreased supply has
favourably pushed up industrial metal prices with
iron ore specifically having seen a surge in price
since the beginning of May by over 22% from
U$83.84 to U$102.95 per tonne.

Source: TradingView - Iron Ore 62% FE, CFR China (TSI)
Futures Price (USD)

Furthermore, there is a strong global outlook for
future infrastructure spending with markets
anticipating that other governments will also
announce large infrastructure spending as their
lockdown restrictions ease. Accordingly, global
steel manufacturers such as GFG Alliance have
announced plans to increase their investment in
Australian Steel manufacturing plants, with a
proposal to build a A$1 Billion Arc Furnace in

In times of economic uncertainty, ‘safe haven’
assets such as gold are bought up by investors to
limit their exposure to market volatility and losses.
A safe haven asset is an asset that is expected to
retain or increase in value during times of market
turbulence. This safe haven nature of Gold can be
observed clearly when comparing its peak price of
A$2764 per Oz occurring on the 24th of March
aligning with the share market bottom occurring on
the 23rd of March.
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Futures Market

Source: TradingView - GOLD/AUD, Gold price per Ounce

Gold is considered a safe haven asset due to its
properties. As a physical commodity, it exists in a
finite quantity that is, unlike money, more gold
cannot be printed. As such, it is largely unaffected
by interest rate decisions and when under the threat
of inflation, it retains its value by proportional
increases in its pricing. Other safe haven
commodities include silver, sugar and livestock.

Crude Oil
In April 2020, the commodity markets experienced
an unprecedented phenomenon. The May West
Texas Intermediate (WTI) futures contract for U.S.
Crude Oil traded in the negative territory, closing
at -U$37.63 on 20 April 2020. Given the futures
contract had a settlement date of 21 April, holders
of the May contracts were effectively paying
buyers to reduce their exposure and avoid physical
delivery of the crude oil itself.

To understand why holders of the May contracts
did not want to accept physical delivery, it is
necessary to draw reference to the basic operation
of the futures market. A futures contract is a legal
agreement to buy or sell a particular commodity or
security at a predetermined price at a specified time
in the future. A futures contract can be settled
through cash, physical delivery or by longing
(buying) or shorting (selling) the opposite futures
contract. A predominant amount of trading activity
in the futures market is speculative, where
investors seek to profit by leveraging short-term
price fluctuations. As such, investors typically have
no intention of accepting physical delivery of the
commodity and 98% of naked positions are closed
prior to settlement through cash.

OPEC+ Dispute
Over the months leading to April, oil storage
facilities were rapidly filling across the globe. This
was partially a result of the OPEC+ oil war, where
Russia and Saudi Arabia had differing views over
proposed production cuts in light of COVID-19.
While Saudi Arabia suggested cutting oil
production in response to plummeting demand,
Russia disagreed and believed that production cuts
would only propel US shale oil producers, enabling
them to increase their market share. What
ultimately emerged was a ‘survival of the fittest’
scenario, where both Russia and Saudi Arabia
pumped excess oil into the market in an attempt to
drive out competition. Consequently, the crude oil
market operated at a 30-million barrel surplus over
the course of April.

Source: investing.com - Crude Oil WTI Futures, Crude Oil WTI
Futures Price (USD)

OPEC and OPEC+ Nations
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Demand
While the supply for crude oil was exceedingly
high during this period, demand had decreased as
various central governments-imposed travel
restrictions and lockdown laws to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. It is estimated that demand
contracted by approximately 20 million barrels in
April, and when combined with the effect of
heightened supply, the price of crude oil futures
nosedived.

thereby increasing oil demand. Importantly, from
May 1 OPEC+ has agreed to cut production by a
total of 9.7 million barrels till the end of July;
which represents 10% of global supplies being
eliminated. This has proved somewhat effective in
reducing short-term volatility; however, market
consensus suggests further negotiation is required
between OPEC+ to relieve the heavy pressure on
supply.

Storage Facilities
Several nations leveraged this opportunity to
stockpile their crude oil resources, resulting in
global storage facilities nearing maximum
capacity. Accordingly, when investors sought to
rollover their April contracts, very few buyers had
the capacity to accept physical delivery. This drove
the futures price to collapse, resulting in a ‘super
contango’, a situation where the spot price for a
commodity is trading drastically below the futures
price.

Oil Storage Facility

In the midst of this oil crisis, Australia announced
its intention to capitalise on this opportunity and
build a A$94 million crude oil reserve which will
be stored in the US. Going forward, this will ensure
Australia is well resourced in the event of any
further disruptions to oil supply chains caused by
COVID-19.

Crude Oil Futures in July 2020
Since April, the futures oil market has experienced
a resurgence with the upcoming August 2020
contract trading at U$39.36 per barrel as of 30 June
2020. This price increase can be attributed to
governments slowly easing travel restrictions and
removing the lockdown on industrial businesses,
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Conclusion

Bibliography

Although the COVID-19 pandemic has brought
about significant volatility and disruption to the
commodities markets it has also presented unique
opportunities for investors and governments. In
particular, Australia has been able to benefit
immensely from demand and supply shocks in both
iron ore and crude oil. As lockdown restrictions
continue to ease globally and various government
stimulus packages are announced it will be
interesting to observe their impacts on commodity
prices going forward.

http://www.worldstopexports.com/iron-oreexports-country/
https://www.tradingview.com/symbols/NYMEXTIO1%21/
https://www.tradingview.com/symbols/XAUAUD
/
https://au.investing.com/commodities/crude-oil

See our previous Insights issue at
http://fmaa.com.au/monthly-insights
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